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Getting started…where to begin? 
 
So, you’re running in the Run Everyone event this March! Where to start?  
The fact you already have a goal is definitely the first step, this gives you the motivation and the 
determination to see it through to the end. You’re already ahead of the game if you start the journey now, 
you are giving yourself a good amount of time to get used to the training, allowing your body to adapt to the 
training etc. Experience and lifestyle need to be considered with your training, we all lead very busy lives 
with family and work commitments so don’t pile too much on yourself if you know you can’t stick to it, that 
said, you need to be running around 3 times a week to get the gains and improve your fitness and speed. 
However, some of these sessions could be in the form of cross training, (it doesn’t have to just be running) 
if this is what your body responds well to (for example if you are prone to injury). 
 
‘The Three P’s’ Planning, Patience & Progression! 
 
HAVE A PLAN! How many times a week will you run? What days? Could you make short term goals 
throughout your training in the lead up to your long term goal?  
 
BE PATIENT! Fitness takes about 6 weeks to bed in, you won’t see or feel instant results but with time and 
consistency you will! Ensure that your plan allows for PROGRESSION… As your body gets used to running, 
with adequate rest, it is able to adapt to the load, it is then able to have a little bit more added on. It’s wise 
to consider a slightly easier week running every 3-4 weeks to allow your body even more time to recover 
and adapt ready for another phase/load of training.  
 
One thing ‘The Three P’s’ will mean you can avoid are ‘The Terrible Too’s’ - too much, too soon, too fast. This 
is a sure-fire way for an injury to occur, the body can’t handle too much in one go…be sensible! 
 
Get yourself in the right kit, appropriate running apparel, hi-vis gear if necessary and trainers to suit YOU 
(this is really important). Trainers that work for one runner won’t necessarily work for another so make sure 
you try on a few pairs to ensure the ones you do pick are comfortable and supportive enough for you.  
 
Remember to enjoy it! Don’t allow running and your training to become a chore, make your runs social, this 
will help with motivation, perhaps you could plan to run with a friend or have a training partner. Be sensible 
but keep your runs interesting. Choosing routes that incorporate lots of ‘off road’, such as grass and trail 
alongside tarmac running is most desirable as the softer surfaces are kinder to the body and joints. Make 
sure to keep hydrated, eat well, stretch regularly and you will be in a perfect position to run really well in 
March! Good luck!  
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How often should I run? 
 
In the world of social media it can sometimes seem like we are all out running and exercising every day of 
the week. If you are new to running or looking to progress a PB one of the key variables you can control in 
order to get your fitter is the frequency of your running, that is how often you run.  
 
This article explores some of the key factors to consider when deciding how many times a week you should 
run.  
 
No set rules: Running is not black and white. There are runners who can cop with running twice a day most 
days and over 100 miles a week, whereas other runners break at 25 miles and 4-5 runs a week. The key is 
deciding what is right and sustainable for you.  
 
Consistency is key: Sit down and really ask yourself how much training you think is realistic for you at this 
stage. You’ll rapidly find your motivation plummeting if you set yourself a goal of 5 runs a week when realistic 
you’ll only be able to get 3 sessions in. Focus on building a consistent frequency of runs for a period of 4-6 
weeks, you will get much fitter from a regularly 3-4 runs a week, every week, than 6-7 runs one week, nothing 
the next. 
 
A matter of recovery: The key decision for runners to take, once they have decided if they actually have time 
for more sessions in a week is whether they are physically able to recover from an increase in frequency. Do 
you get enough sleep? are you fuelling correctly between sessions? Do you work very long hours or have a 
lot of stress in your family or work lives? There is no point adding additional training unless you are able to 
recover effectively between sessions.   
 
Too much change? As a runner you have 3 variables to control – the frequency of your runs, the volume of 
each run and the intensity of each run. If you are planning to increase the number of runs you complete each 
week aim to build this before also making changes in volume and intensity as well. If you change all these 
variables at the same time you risk injury.  
 
Enough to progress: There does come a point there if you want to get a bit fitter you need to train a bit more. 
Running once a week complemented with other cross training can certainly keep you fit but if you want to 
progress to a key race increasing your run frequency gradually to 3-4 runs a week will make a bit difference 
to your fitness.  
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Build the frequency: If you have decided increase the frequency of training start by adding a short, recovery 
run of 30 minutes relaxed before you start to volume in additional intensity or volume. If you are uncertain 
about your ability to recover to additional sessions consider starting with a cross training session such as 
cycling, swimming or elliptical work before adding additional running.  
 
Spread the Load: Sometimes increasing the number of days you run can actually be a way of reducing the 
impact of your running. If you are struggling to complete a low frequency of longish runs, you’re getting tired 
and struggling to recover day by day the consider splitting one of those runs in half and spreading it over 
two runs on different days. You may find an increase in frequency with decrease in volume is all you need to 
recover better.  
 
Double Days: Experienced runners might even consider increasing the frequency of their running by adding 
in double days, that is running twice on one day. Lots of runners adapt very well to this sort of training but 
you need to be pretty experienced to cope with it.  Aim to leave about 7-8 hours between your sessions. A 
classic what to add double days a would be to do a very easy 30 minute run on the morning before a harder 
session in the evening.  
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Nutrition  
Good nutrition is key to balancing your performance triangle alongside training and recovery. Our body 
needs the right balance of nutrients in order to train hard and recover, in short if your nutrition is poor 
your progression will be slow or even non-existent and your body will be more at risk of colds, infections 
and injury.  
 
• Aim for a quality diet with good variety. Allow ample time to plan and eat structured healthy meals, more 
often than not we tend to snack on unhealthy foods when we haven't planned our food and we are getting 
it 'on the fly'. Doing a weekly shop and planning your meals can be a really good use of time as an athlete. 
  
• Avoid the temptation to exclude whole food groups from your diet there is little to no evidence that this 
promotes sustainable healthy lifestyles. If you are looking to lose weight whilst building up your training 
take care to ensure you are still remaining healthily. In order to train and recover your body needs fat, 
protein and yes, carbohydrate!  
 
• No single food can maintain and promote good health and the term 'superfood' should always be treated 
with sceptical eye. However, foods rich in vitamins and minerals will give you most benefit in your 
diet. Berries, nuts, seeds, pulses, quinoa and plenty of mixed coloured fruit and veg. In particular foods 
such as blueberries, beetroot, avocado, quinoa, kiwifruit, broccoli and oily fish can be great additions.  
 
• Eat wholesome wholegrain carbohydrate, sources such as rye bread, sweet potatoes and buckwheat for 
a more sustained energy.  Try and avoid excessively large portions of ‘refined carbohydrate’ such as cakes 
and sugary cereals as these offer a lot of calories but relatively limited density of vitamins or minerals and 
their energy is often short lived.  
 
• It's important to eat a good variety of protein sources daily, such as lean meat, pulses and dairy. The 
timing of protein intake is a key factor as our body doesn't store protein like it does carbohydrate and 
fat.  Breakfast time is a good example – following a night of sleep without food your body will be needing 
protein. Try to include this in your breakfast (for example from yogurt, or eggs) and then try to have a 
steady intake of quality protein throughout the day.  
 
• Include healthy fats on a daily basis such as eggs, nuts, oily fish and avocados and try to reduce trans- 
fatty acid intake e.g.: chocolate bars & biscuits etc. 
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• Carry a bottle of water everywhere you go and ensure you keep filling it up aiming for at least 2 litres a 
day. If hot and to be sure of avoiding dehydration, consider sipping from water containing high five zero 
tablet to retain pre exercise vitamin and mineral balances. Crucial to avoid cramps and keep your body in 
balance.   
  
What time to eat before training?  
 
• Meal timing is especially important for athletes  Your pre-training meal should contain foods that are 
high in carbohydrate, low in fat, moderate amounts protein, low in simple sugars and concentrated 
fibre. Generally, the meal should be consumed far enough in advance to allow for stomach emptying and 
intestinal absorption.  
 
• A good rule of thumb is to limit your pre-run meal to about 300-400 calories eaten approx. 3-4 hours 
before training. A smaller 200-calorie meal such as a wholemeal bagel or oatcakes with banana would be 
eaten between 1 and 2 hours before running.   
 
• If you plan on running in the evening, plan your food intake accordingly to allow for a healthy mid 
morning and mid afternoon snack. this could include wholegrain rice cakes with a nut butter, handful of 
dried mango or a banana to ensure you’ve got enough energy to fuel your run. However try not to overeat 
during the day as this will leave you feeling lethargic, sluggish and may cause stomach issues whilst running 
later on.  
 
• Good balanced food planning will ensure you arrive at your run raring to go!  
  
What to eat after training?  
 
• Your post-run meal is super important because when you have finished your muscles have depleted 
their energy stores. The energy stores need to be replenish as soon as possible for your training to be of 
maximum benefit. Therefore it is important to consume something quickly digestible such as a High5 
recovery drink or a healthy sandwich containing protein, as soon as you can after training.  
 
What to eat on race day? 
 
• Race day is all about having a plan you have practiced in training and sticking with what you know works.  
 
• Aim to eat a good breakfast 2-3 hours before the start of your race, aim to eat slowly as nerves can lead 
many to eat breakfast too quickly and upset their digestion.  
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• Snack on half an energy bar or banana perhaps 60-75 minutes before the race start.  
 
• During the race particularly a half marathon where you think you will be running for longer than two 
hours, fuelling throughout the race can help you sustain your energy and pace towards the end. Gels are 
the easiest and most effective way to get this energy quickly and easily into your system. One gel after 45-
60 minutes and one every 30-40 minutes after, it's not a shot though, sip it, don't down it and you'll find it 
is easier to digest. 
 
• Sip on water throughout the race but try not to over do it, we don't need to be drinking gallons of water. 
Go in well hydrated and then sip every few kilometres to keep topped up. 
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Strength and conditioning - the basics  
  
It all starts with the core… 
 
Think of your core as the chain that holds your body together, essentially your body without arms and legs. 
This is important because having a strong core doesn’t just mean having a nice 6 pack. Core muscles also 
include your obliques, your pelvic muscles, your hip muscles, muscles around your lower and middle back 
and your chest, even your diaphragm – yes that’s right the muscle that helps you breathe – so fairly crucial 
for running then! Putting it simply a stronger core will see you running faster times with reduced risk of 
injury, and it doesn’t need to mean hours spent in a gym.  
 
A good analogy is to think of a formula one racing car - teams work to make the chassis light but strong, 
this way we can better focus the energy of your muscles and limit unnecessary movement which can cause 
fatigue. Your core is your base, a railway sleeper running through your body translating all the power of 
your arms and legs into motion. Most of us tend towards having fairly sedentary jobs resulting in weakness 
in the lower abs, glutes and your deep core muscles sure as your transverse abdominus (TVA). 
  
The simple core routine below performed regularly will help develop stability and balance in your 
running stride, and improve your posture to help with your running efficiency. 
  
Perform all of the following exercises 3 times and aim for 2-3 sessions a week. 
  
1. The Finger Crusher 
A crucial and under utilised exercise, this small core engager will reap big rewards. 
  
* Breaking it down - Lie on a mat in a sit up position, find the natural arch in your back, place your hands 
under this arch, engage your lower abs and pelvic floor and pushing your spine down on to your hands, 
trying to crush your fingers. Aim to keep the pressure applied evenly to your fingers for at least 30 seconds 
  
* Muscles strengthened – The multifidus – the tiny but crucial muscles that stabilise the spine, the pelvic 
floor which provides support to all your pelvic organs and the TVA, which stabilises 
  
* Stepping it up - Add small alternate leg lifts, while still keeping the pressure on your hands even. 
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2. Plank Routine: front plank – side plank – side plank 
  
The plank in all its forms is an essential runners conditioning exercise, helping you to 
keep your posture through each stride, especially when tired. 
  
* Breaking it down – Start with a front plank - Lie on your front and raise your body up on your elbows with 
your forehead over you hands. Keep a straight line from the neck down through the legs to your ankles; 
engage all your core muscles by sucking your belly button up to the ceiling. Try to imagine lengthening 
your body out form the shoulders forwards and heels backwards, as well as lifting through the mid 
section.  
  
Now move into a side plank - Make a right angle with your supporting arm, roll your body onto this arm 
keeping your other arm above your head, keep your feet together and your stomach strong. Rise up, lifting 
your hips, Making sure you squeeze your glutes, pushing your pelvis through. Repeat on the other side by 
rolling through to your other elbow. Aim to build up to holding each pose for 45s or more 
  
* Muscles strengthened – Erector Spinae, which helps to straighten your back, your abs, chest and your 
TVA. In addition to these the side plank helps to develop your oblique’s. 
  
* Stepping it up – Make your front plank more challenging by alternately legging each leg from the floor by 
5 or 6 inches whilst trying to keep you core strong and hips level. Progress your side plank by lifting your 
top leg whilst maintaining your hip position. 
 
3. Bridge 
The glutes are your big running propulsion muscles. The bridge helps to engage this 
crucial engine whilst also developing hip and spine stability. 
  
* Breaking it down - From a sit up position, keep your stomach strong, engage your glutes and push your 
hips up to keep a straight line from your shoulders, through your hips to your knees. Keep your hips high 
by squeezing your glute muscles. If you find your hamstrings working more than your glutes, tuck your feet 
a little further under towards your backside. 
  
* Muscles strengthened – the bridge principally works your gluteal muscles that extend your hips but also 
develop your rectus abdominus and TVA 
  
* Stepping it up – Once in a strong bridge position try extending one leg out straight from the knee, 
without letting your hips drop! 
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4. Press Up 
Quite simply one of the best exercises you can do. Having the stability benefit of the 
plank the press up also conditions your upper body….why is this important? – you’ll 
swing you arms well over 35,000 times during a marathon!  
  
* Breaking it down - place your hands shoulder and a half’s width apart, get into the plank position, but 
with your knees touching the ground and feet off the floor, lower your chest to the floor and push back up, 
not just pushing through your chest and arms, but also through your core. Push yourself until your feel you 
could only complete 1 more repetition without failing… 
  
* Muscles strengthened – The press up is a fabulous full body exercises because in addition to working all 
the muscles used in a plank your also develop your pectoral and tricep muscles in your arms which play a 
crucial role in providing power and balance in your running stride. 
  
* Stepping it up – Go full body! Instead of placing your knees on the floor complete your press up whilst 
holding a full plank position but maintain the depth of your press up. 
This dynamic full body exercise is all about the legs, it also helps develop core 
stability and control as well as hip alignment. 
 
 
 
5. Walking Lunge 
This works all the key the running muscles in a fantastic full chain movement. Control and alignment is 
crucial so don’t rush this one! 
  
* Breaking it down – From a tall standing position, step forward into a lunge position, keeping your back 
heel lifted, with hands on hips, and squeezing the glute of your rear leg. Bend each knee to 90 degrees. 
Work to keep your upper body tall and shoulders back, your knee should NOT be over the front of your 
toes. From the lunge position squeeze the muscles of your front leg to get back to the standing position 
before stepping forward into another lunge with the opposite leg. Work to minimize any poor balance by 
focusing on a good alignment with toes, hips and chest all pointing forwards. Complete between 5 and 10 
steps with each leg 
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* Muscles strengthened – The walking lunge is incredibly effective because not only does it work both the 
key anterior and posterior muscles of the legs (quads, glutes, hip flexors and hamstrings) evenly it also 
requires excellent core stability through your TVA and erector 
  

* Stepping it up – Holding a weight such as a medicine ball directly out in front of your body, step into your 
lunge before turning your upper body from the hips over your front leg, bring your arms back to the 
centre before moving into your next lunge. 

  
 
 6. Single Leg Squat 
It’s all about specificity with this one - engaging all the muscles that move you from one stride to the next 
the single leg squat strengthens your body whilst mimicking and exaggerating the movement.  
  
* Breaking it down - Stand on one leg, engage your glute on your standing leg, keep your hips 
facing forward and aligned with your knee and toe. Imagine sitting back onto a chair and bending your 
knee to lower your body towards the ground. You don’t want your knee to roll inwards, so go down as 
far Aim for 8-12 repetitions on each leg. 
  
* Muscles strengthened – the powerful leg muscles – quadriceps, hamstrings and calf muscles. The real 
advantage though of the single leg squat is that it requires the balance provided by your gluteus maximus 
and abs as well as your erector spinae – a true full body exercise. By ensuring your knee does not 'collapse 
inwards' you will also be learning to control and engage your glute medius muscle.  
  

* Stepping it up – Try your singe leg squats on a balance board or BOSU ball to take away stability – but 
keep that focus on form! 
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How should I feel during a threshold run? 

 
Along with the weekly long run, threshold running is the most important element of any well structured 
training plan. Consistently training near our lactate threshold will over time make us run faster for longer.  
 
But getting the effort and feel right is key. Run these sessions too hard and you will be in a wall of pain half 
way through and see the last couple of reps turn in to a battle you will surely loose. Run too easy and a real 
danger we end up with a wasted session and junk miles banked in the legs. Of course going into a lab to 
have lactate and max heart rate test done will give you a high degree of confidence about the pace and 
zones you need to be running these sessions. But if this is not an option here are our tips for nailing your 
threshold sessions. 
 

1. Talk Test 
 
During our warm up or easy run you should be able to hold a full conversation with your training partner, 
completing full sentences between light breathing. As we move into our threshold blocks, we can now only 
talk in 3-4 word answers between deeper but controlled breaths. If you are really struggling to get words 
out, then we are moving into the hurt locker and within minutes you pace will drop drastically – back off 
the pace and get things back under control. Threshold running is often described as controlled discomfort  
- you know you are working hard, but always just holding back from that next gear or zone. 
 

2. Don’t Chase the Pace 
 
You will often hear many runners talk about their ‘threshold pace’ like it is a fixed pace that all threshold 
blocks should be run at. There is a degree of truth in this, in that you will see most of your threshold efforts 
within 5-10 seconds per mile pace of previous sessions and over time indeed, become faster. But try to 
avoid looking at your watch during the efforts for feedback on your pace. Depending on the terrain, 
weather, how you are feeling and tiredness from previous sessions can all impact on the pace you may run 
on any given day. Stick to how it feels, not a prescribed pace. This can make a good threshold session 
become stressful by trying to force the pace up. 
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3. Listen to your body 
 
The more experienced you become with running at threshold, the more intuitive you will become at 
feeling the right effort and the feedback your body is giving you. Listen to your breathing.  Is it still under 
control? Is your running form and cadence holding together or are you starting to tire? Can you feel the 
lactate start to build and muscles start to tighten and tire more quickly? These are all signs you need to dial 
back half a gear and get things back in the right zone. More and more runners like to run listening to music 
which certainly has its benefits on that long run – but threshold running needs to use all your senses to 
listen to the feedback your body is trying to give you – so use them and save the motivational play list for 
another day. 
 

4. Heart Rate vs. perceived effort 
 
If you know your maximum heart rate from a lab test, then running to HR zones during a threshold run can 
be highly effective in maintaining the effort in the right zone. Our threshold zone will be around 80-85% of 
our maximum heart rate. If you have based your max HR using a formula (such as 220 minus age) be 
warned these are usually very inaccurate, and even the best heart rate monitors will have a slight degree 
of inaccuracy. So use feedback on HR from your watch as a guide but continue to reflect how the effort 
feels. We want to be working at an 8/10 rate of perceived effort. If your watch is telling you everything is 
OK, but you are starting to blow hard, then listen to the real feedback every time- back off! 
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Interval Running 
 
You’ll hear the term ‘interval training’ across many sports and even in the gym and health and fitness 
world. In simple terms interval training involves a series of efforts called ‘repetitions’, interspersed with a 
series of rest or easy active recovery periods. Runners normally use the term to relate to fast running at 
5km-10km pace or faster, with the terms ‘tempo’ or ‘threshold’ running used to describe the more 
controlled 10km to half marathon paced area of training.  
 
Why we should include them 
 
It’s not just for the elites. Most runners have tendency to ‘just run’. We each have our favorite routes 
around the block, park or local streets and our measure of progression is if we can do it a little faster than 
we did last week. Aiming to ‘just get faster’ without a method of making this possible and sustainable for 
your body often sees runners plateau early. 
 
Interval running gives you a structured, progressive way to get fitter and faster. By breaking a session down 
into smaller chunks interval training gives you the latitude to push that bit harder, knowing that you will 
have a recovery period after each effort. It will help show you aren’t just ‘one paced’ and will also help 
your mental strength – making tour race paces feel that bit easier. 
 
What to do 
 
There are hundreds of different combinations and uses for interval training for runners, here are a few 
examples; 
 
* Bottom up race pace – interval sessions at or near race volume – all run at your goal race pace can be 
great. Start with short efforts and build up the length or reduce the recovery as the weeks go by. E.g. 12 x 
400 meters with 45-60s rest might develop into 6 x 800m with 75-90s rest and eventually into 5 x 1km at 
race pace with 90s rest a few weeks down the line. 
 
* Build your engine – if you want to feel strong and like you’ve taken your 900cc mini and turned it into a 
Aston Martin look to include longer efforts between 2 minutes and up to 4:30 minutes or 800m, 1km or 
1200m efforts into your training. For example 5 x 1200m or 4 minutes run between 5km and 10km pace 
with 75-90s recovery or 4-5 sets of 1km at 5-10km pace + 400m at 3km pace. 
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* Build your speed – Efforts between 15 seconds right through to 2-3 minutes can be used to develop 
speed if used with a longer recovery. By taking more recovery between efforts sometimes up to 3 minutes 
can allow you to push harder and faster. 
 
* Stress your energy systems – Mixing paces in the same interval session can be a great way add variety 
and test about body’s ability to work with more or less oxygen. A great session to try would be 8 x 3 
minutes with a 75-90 second recovery where the odd numbers are run at a controlled discomfort perhaps 
10km pace, and the even numbers are run faster at 3-5km pace.  
 
* Test your race pace – Running your goal race pace on tired legs at the end of an interval session can be a 
great way of getting your used to the final few miles of a 10km, half or even full marathon. One way to do 
this would be to ‘sandwich’ blocks of race pace either side of harder intervals. 10-15 minutes at half 
marathon pace + 5 x 3 minutes + 10-15 minutes back at half marathon pace would a great example.   
 
* Sharpen up – It can be quite effective to include some shorter controlled interval sessions to just get the 
legs running over a little quicker in the final couple of weeks before you race. Something simple like 10 x 90 
seconds all run at 5km pace with 45-60 seconds rest can be great 2-3 weeks out from a half or full 
marathon.   
 
* Care free speed – If you find all this structure stressful ‘fartlek’ sessions are a different style of interval 
training where you mix up different length efforts, more randomly into run. Try something like 45 minutes 
with a mix of efforts from 30 seconds hard though to 5 minutes at 10km effort – also varying the terrain 
and recovery.  
 
Final considerations 
 
* Race specific? Harder isn’t always better – remember your training should be race specific so just going 
out and running lots of short hard intervals wont necessarily give you a good marathon performance. 
Intervals give you the icing – make sure the cake is there as well!  
 
* Injury prone? If you are injury prone or just stepping back into running after a period of injury take care 
with short hard intervals which can be quite hard on your body. If you are worried consider using cross 
training for your interval training until you have a base of running fitness back.  
 
* Recovery time – Most runners should be including more than one hard interval session each week and 
you certainly should be looking to do hard interval sessions back to back with other hard days such as 
threshold running on your long run.  
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* Start small – If you’re new to interval running start small. A few weeks of simple sessions such as 5-6 x 3 
minutes or 8-10 x 90s running at a controlled 5km effort is a good place to start. Most runners try to hit 
their interval sessions too hard. Remember you’re endurance athlete and not a sprinter. Aim to finish the 
final 2-3 efforts at least as fast as the first.  
 
* Mix up the terrain – You don’t have to do interval running on a track. Get creative and run on grass and 
include some hills – this will likely leave you stronger and have a reduced injury risk. 
 
* Warm up & cool down well – Aim to have a good 15-20 minute warm up before running hard intervals 
and consider adding running drills and strides. Leave time aside after to cool done well and stretch.  
 

 


